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To state the obvious, not everyone works at a desk—even in today’s
heavily digital business environment. Field technicians, maintenance
personnel, oil and gas workers, miners, plant employees,
transportation workers, and a host of others still do their work while
on the move—away from a central office.
So how can you give mobile workers flexible, full-featured digital tools
that allow them to work seamlessly as part of the modern digital
enterprise? And how can you tailor those tools to meet the specific
needs of your business and your mobile workforce?
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Moving forward with SAP
Asset Manager

®

For many organizations, SAP Asset Manager will be part of the picture—
providing core mobile functionality to support the maintenance, service, and
operation of enterprise assets. The mobile asset management application
offers organizations a streamlined, cloud-based software solution and a more
user-friendly experience for mobile work—all delivered on your Android and
Apple mobile devices.
SAP Asset Manager also provides a foundation on which organizations can
build. By tapping additional services and solutions via SAP Cloud Platform, for
example, they can enhance SAP Asset Manager and tailor it to their specific
business needs.
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Extending the power
of a mobile solution
Now organizations can get a host of SAP Asset Manager
extensions developed by Deloitte in collaboration with
SAP®. These new SAP Asset Manager add-ons address a
range of needs for frontline asset management as well as
back office and work oversight processes.

Deloitte’s Kinetic Extension portfolio for SAP Asset
Manager can help address use cases such as:
Dynamic work scheduling
Shift change analytics, including overtime alerts
Materials requisition, including automated purchase requests
Spare parts/inventory management
Intelligent process automation with machine learning
IoT-integrated applications for smart asset management
Augmented reality functionality for repairs, service, and training
HR administration, including leave requests and pay reports
Workforce training and education
Work collaboration, including live video chat
Offline/online work scenarios, with dynamic data synchronization
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Accelerated access to add-ons
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As SAP’s first co-innovation for SAP Asset Manager extensions, Deloitte will focus on
developing add-ons inspired by customer use case requirements and highly used features
in SAP’s Work Manager solution—all outside of SAP’s Asset Manager road map.
Need something special—something crafted to the unique needs of your business?
Deloitte can work with your organization to develop additional extensions to address your
specific requirements.
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The Deloitte difference
Deloitte Kinetic Extensions for SAP Asset
Manager are grounded in Deloitte’s deep
industry-specific experience, extensive digital
enterprise transformation capabilities, and our
30-year history with SAP and SAP solutions.
Widely recognized for our ability to help clients
deliver real-world results and address nonstop
disruption, Deloitte brings a lengthy track
record of achievements as well as a long list of
awards and recognition—including 2019 SAP®
Pinnacle Awards for Digital Partner of the Year,
Customer Experience Partner of the Year, SAP®
SuccessFactors® Partner of the Year, and Purpose
Driven Partner Application of the Year.

Three consecutive annual SAP Pinnacle
Awards as SAP S/4HANA® Partner of the Year
also highlight our strength with digital core
capabilities. That level of experience means our
team brings critical capabilities for helping you
get the most from a modern digital core ERP, to
help you drive insights, efficiencies, service, and
growth as you deploy SAP Asset Manager and
deliver new tools to your mobile workforce.
Through Deloitte Digital, EnterpriseNext, and the
SAP XD Studio, our team also brings design
thinking to help you build meaningful user
experiences, reimagining the way you work. Plus,
our solid global alliances with SAP and Apple
mean that we stand ready to help you build the
intelligent mobile enterprise no matter where
you operate.
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Let’s Connect
If transforming the way you manage assets and enable the mobile
workforce are priorities for your organization, we should talk. We can
provide a demo of SAP Asset Manager extensions, share additional
insights on what it takes to build the intelligent mobile enterprise, or
discuss a specific challenge your organization is facing. Contact us to
get the conversation started.
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